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I . INTRODUCTION 

In the Philosophical Magazine of July 1905, Ernest Ruther
ford gave an account of some preliminary experiments on the 
retardation of the velocity of the alpha particles from radi
um C in passing through matter 1 11 • His further papers on this 
subject appeared during 19061 2-4/. Eight years later, Niels 
Bohr started his theory of the decrease of velocity of moving 
electrified particles in passing through matter 15 •61 • In ~uan
tum mechanics, this problem was discussed by many authors 7-151. 

In passing through matter, an electrified particle loses 
its kinetic energy due to: a) excitation and ionization of 
the atoms met, b) bremsstrahlung. These processes are of elec
tromagnetic nature - electromagnetic interactions are invol
ved in them. 

Now, on the basis of our experiments and observations per-
.C-~---.l ..J~.-!-- _, __ .&.- , • ",.. I 1A-91/ - • •. • 
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to announce that the strongly interacting particles - had
rons - lose their kinetic energies in passing through intra
nuclear matter - due to the strong interactions, similarly 
as electrified particles do it in passing through materials -
due to the electromagnetic interactions. 

The subject matter in this paper is to show it shortly. 

2. THE EFFECTS OBSERVED 

The collisions of high energy hadrons with atomic nuclei 
give rise to a great variety of phenomena - the nucleon emis
sion from the target nuclei, resonance and particle creation, 
a~d nuclear fragment evaporation are the most frequently occur
ring and observed in them. The kinetic energies of hadronic 
projectiles we call "high" if larger by much than their rest 
masses. 

The expressive and rather complicated picture of the had
ron-nucleus collisions can be recognized in detail in some 
total experiments only - when all the produced particles, in-
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eluding neutrals (as neutral pions) and all the emitted nucle
ons are recorded and identified. Now it is possible to inves-

a) b) 

Fig.1. The passages of negatively electrified pions with ki
netic energies of about 3 GeV through 131Xe 54 nuclei: a) The 
incident pion (thin track) traverses the nucleus accompanied 
by nucleon emission (short straight tracks are left by the 
emitted protons) and leaves it reduced in velocity - as it 
can be concluded from its track (the longest track among the 
secondaries). b) The incident pion traversed firstly one xe
non nucleus accompanied by neutron emission (the neutrons did 
not left tracks) and left it retarded and deflected; after 
covering some distance it traverses second xenon nucleus 
accompanied by nucleon emission (straight short tracks are 
left by the emitted protons) and left it reduced in velocity 
(as it is seen from the larger ionization produced); after 
covering some distance it passed through the third xenon 
nucleus. In both the cases presented, particles are not crea-
ted. 
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tigate the hadron-nucleus collision processes under conditi
ons desired - it can be realized by means of heavy liquid 
bubble chambers and nuclear emulsions, for example. It can 
be done in the xenon bubble chambers as well, where almost 
all the produced particles, including neutral pions with ki
netic energies equal 0 or larger than 0, are detected and re
corded effectively enough I 16, 171 • 

Such well nigh on total experiments were performed 1 16 •171 

by means of the 26 and 180 litre xenon bubble chambers expo
sed to beams of electrified pions with momenta 2.34, 3.5, 5, 
and 9 GeV/c from the accelerators of the Joint Institute for 
Nuclear Research at Dubna and of the Institute of Theoretical 
and Experimental Physics in Moscow. 

It was possible, in such experiments, to distinguish three 
general classes of the collision events: I. The class of 
events in which particles are produced - the pions in parti
cular, we call them the particle-producing-collisions. II.The 
class of events in which the hadronic projectiles pass thro
ugh the target nuclei without causing particle production -
without visible pion production in particular, we call them 
the passages. III. The class of events in which the hadronic 
projectiles are absorbed inside the target nuclei without 
causing the particle production, we call them stoppings. The 
collisions accounted for any of t he classes I - III proceed 
accompanied by intensive fast nucleon emission; "fast nucle
ons" means the nucleons with kinetic energies from about 20 
up to about 400 MeV. The momentum and angular characteristics 
of the fast nucleons are the same for nucleons emitted in 
events included to any of the classes I - III and they are 
independent of the energy and identity of the projectile. 
The example of photographs of the passages through 131 Xe 54 
nucleus by beam pions are presented in fig.!. 

The sample of events containing all the three classes I -
III together we call the class IV - the class of any-type 
collision events. 

The percentage of stoppings decreases with increasing the 
momentum of the incident hadron. For pions falling on xenon 
nuclei, we obtained that at 2.34 GeV/c momentum stoppings 
are in about 12% of the any-type collision events, at 
3.5 GeV/c momentum stoppings are in about 2%, at 5 GeV/c and 
9 GeV/c the percentage is practically 0. It leads to the con
clusion that some range-energy relation may hold for hadrons 
in intranuclear matter - similarly as the range-energy rela
tion holds for electrified particles in materials. 
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3. SOME QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE RELATIONS 

The number nN of the emitted fast nucleons is related to the 
intranuclear matter layer thickness A covered by a hadron: 

-A/A 
nN=A-S(l-e ), (I) 

where A is number of nucleons over the area S = rr · D~~ 10.3 fm 2, 

D0 is the nucleon diameter 1 22/; At in nucleons/S units is 
the mean free path for hadrons in intranuclear matter, related 
to the hadron-nucleon total cross section at measured in S/nuc
leon as\= 1/at • In these units, A· S expresses the number 
of nucleons over S in intranuclear matter layer A nucleons/S, 
and AtS expresses the number of nucleons over S in the intra
nuclear matter layer as thick as the mean free path At in 
nucleons/S. 

It should be noted that in experiments only protons are 
usually registered effectively enough among the emitted nuc
leons. 

At incident hadron energies high enough, above a few GeV, 
the approximated ~xpression 

nN:::: A· S (2) 
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in formula (I) is almost constant and near to I. 
Relation (I) holds for all the classes I - IV of the hadron

nucleus collision events. 
The energy and momentum spectra and angular distributions 

of the emitted nucleons seem to be independent of the energy 
and identity of the incident hadrons; they are independent as 
well of the multiplicity of the emitted protons and of the 
ejected pions - if the particle production occurs. Such proper
ties of the nucleon emission process indicate that the nucle
ons are not the knocked out ones, they are rather products of 
some many-nucleon systems formed inside target nuclei and de
caying after having left the parent nuclei. 

Range - energy, Rh- Eh, relation for hadrons h in intra
nuclear matter has been observed 1191 

Eh = fh· Rh, (3) 

where Eh in GeV, Rh in nucleons/S,fh- the energy of a hadron 
h lost on the path A as long as I nucleons/S; for pions fh = 
= £

17 
= 0.18 GeV/(nucleon/S), for protons fh = fp = 0.36 GeV/ 

(nucleon/S). 
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Table 
Mean and maximal energies of pions and protons lost 
in passages through intranuclear matter; kinetic 
energies Eh of the incident hadrons are larger than 
Eh =fhD~ where Din nucleons/Sis the target nucle
us diameter and fh in GeV per nucleons/S is the 
energy lost by a hadron on the intranuclear matter 
layer as thick as 1 nucleon/S~ S ~ 10.3 fm 2_; for 
pions fh = f rr = 0.180 G?V /nucleons/S~ for protons 
f h = f P = 0. 360 GeV I (nuc"leons/S). 

Reaction Energy GeV Energy lost GeV 

mean maximum 

Pi + C ?. 1.5 0.5 1.5 
Pi + Al ?. 1.7 0.7 1.7 
Pi + Cu ?. 2. 5 1.1 2.5 
Pi + \-J ?. 3.8 1.8 3.8 
Pi + Ta ?. 3. 8 1.8 3.8 
Pi + Pb ~ 4.0 1.9 4.0 
p + c ?. 2.1 1.0 2.1 
p + Al ?. 3. 4 1.5 3.4 
p + Cu ?. 5.0 2.2 5.0 
p + w ?. 7.6 3.6 7.6 
p + Ta ?. 7.6 3.5 7.6 
p + l'b ~ /, y 3.7 7.9 

The mean <A> and maximal Am ax thicknesses of nuclei in 
nucleons/S can be determined on the basis of data on nuclear 
sizes and nucleon density distributions in them 122, 23/ • It al
lows one to determine, using relation (3), mean and maximal 
energy losses in target nuclei of hadrons with kinetic ener
gies higher than fh · A = fh · D traversing them, where D 
in nucleons/S is the nu~f~us diameter. Some data are given 
in the Table. 

The decrease of the incident hadron energy, due to energy 
loss in intranuclear matter, is observed evidently at projec
tile energies of a few GeV - the decrease of the momentum of 
the produced pions with increase of the intranuclear matter 
layer thickness involved in the particle producing collisi
ons has been registered (fig.2). 
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Fig.2. The decrease of the longitudinal momentum Plqo of the 
produced neutral pions~ in pion-xenon nucleus collis~ons at 
3.5 GeV/c momentum~ with increase of the thickness of the 
·intranuclear matter layer involved - higher values of the 
multiplicity nP of the emitted protons correspond to larger 
thicknesses~ ~ = 8 corresponds to the diameter of the target 
nucleus 1191 ; ~N oare numbers of events in a histogram. 
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The observed decrease of the occurrence of the stoppings 
with increase of the incident hadron energy, in collisions 
of definite hadron with a definite target nucleus, can be 
described quantitatively by means of simple formula based on 
relations (I) and (3), and on the data on the target nucleus 
size and nucleon density distribution in it 1191 • 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

The above described experimental data have clearly brought 
out the fact that hadrons lose their energies in passing thro
ugh layers of intranuclear matter ~ similarly as electrified 
particles do it in traversing materials. There can be no 
rlr'\11ht- t-h.,t- 'h.,~.,..-..,.,. .... _,..... -.-...3u .......... ~ 
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through layers of intranuclear matter - due to the action of 
the strong forces. 

The hadron energy loss is accompanied by the emission of 
observed fast nucleons - similarly as energy loss of electri
fied particles in materials is accompanied by ejection of 
observed electrons. But, how far this analogy holds? The ejec
ted electrons are knocked out, the emitted nucleons are not 
of this nature - they are rather decay products of some two
or more-nucleon systems formed inside target nucleus and de
caying after having left it. From the values of the mean ki
netic energies of the observed protons, which are nearly as 
large as half of the pion mass, it can be concluded that the
se systems can be produced when low energy pions - of kinetic 
energies near to zero - are absorbed by two or more nucleons 
inside the target nucleus; such pions could be "knocked out" 
from nucleons along the paths of hadrons in intranuclear mat
ter, and they cannot be observed directly - as absorbed in 
intranuclear matter with large efficiency. Such low energy 
pions could be trated as corresponding to electrons knocked 
out from atoms by electrified particles in materials. 
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Additional investigations of this hypothetical analog are 
in progress now. It is hoped that this hypothesis, made in 
one of our works 1241 , might correspond to reality. Prelimi
nary calculations on some mean characteristics of the emitted 
fast protons, performed on the basis of above hypothesis, 
seem to give reasonable results. 

The hadron energy loss process proceeds independently of 
the particle production process - energy and momentum spectra 
and angular distributions of the emitted nucleons are the 
same for events without particle production and for those with 
particle production. On the background of the above described 
fluent nucleon emission induced by hadrons traversing atomic 
nuclei the particle production process occurs sometimes. 

One more important thing which has been found in these in
vestigations is a strictly causal relation in the intranucle
ar world - within the atomic nucleus: a certain cause is fol
lowed by definite effect. In the case under discussion, to a 
definite impact parameter in a definite hadron-nucleus colli
sion there corresponds strictly determined number of the emit
ted fast nucleons and definite energy loss of the projectile. 
This finding allows one to hope that: a) massive target nuc
leus will serve as precise detector of the properties of the 
particle creation process in statu nascendi; b) any atomic 
nucleu!'l can he treated as a laver of one-nucleon-thin "foils" 
of intranuclear matter; c) it may form a basis for a new 
branch of physics - "The Intranuclear Physics". 

This work is performed with support in CPBP Programme 
01.09 in Poland. 
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CTpyran:bCKH 3. 
TopMo~eHHe a~poHOB npH npoxo~eHHH 
qepe3 BHyTpHH~epHyro MaTepHID 

EI-88-639 

CKopocTH a~poHoB yMeHbmaiDTCH npH npoxo~~eHHH qepe3 
BHYTPHH~epHyro MaTepHID - H3-3a CHnbHb~ B3aHMO~eHCTBHH, 
aHanorHqHo TOMY, KaK CKOpOCTH 3apH~eHHb~ qaCTHQ yMeHbma
IDTCH npH npoxo~~eHHH qepeq MaTepHanbi - H3-3a 3neKTpoMar
HHTHb~ B3aHMO~eHCTBHH. Ha6niD~aeMbie llOTepH 3HeprHH a~po
HOB BO BHYTPHH~epHOH MaTepHH MO~HO npHHHMaTb 3a aHanor 
xopomo 3HaKOMb~ noTepb 3HeprHH 3apH~eHHb~ qacTHQ B MaTe
pHanax. 

Pa6oTa BwnonHeHa B fla6opaTopHH BhlCOKHX 3HeprHH OHHH. 

Coo6LQeHHe 06loe,llHHeHHOro HHCTHTyra ll,llepHblX HCcne,llOBIJIHK. ny6aa 1988 

Strugalski Z. 
Retardation of Hadrons in Passing 
through Intranuclear Matter 

EI-88-639 

Hadrons are reduced in velocities by their passages 
through layers of intranuclear matter - due to strong 
interactions, similarly as electrified particles are 
reduced in velocities by their passages through layers 
of materials - due to electromagnetic interactions. The 
observed hadron energy loss in intranuclear matter can 
be treated as an analog of the well-known energy loss 
of electrified particles in materials. 

The investigation has been performed at the Labora
tory of High Energies, JINR. 
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